
Google’s highly secretive “Slingshot” is the weapon-of-choice to destroy any politician or enemy 
of Google ideology

Eric Schmidt, David Drummond, Jared Cohen, Larry Page, Sergy Brin and Kent Walker at Google 
have a weapon with a trigger only they can pull.

It can change election outcomes and destroy lives in a heart-beat.

It is the thing China most desires from Google.

It made Obama the President of the USA. Eric Schmidt was running it the night of Obama's election.

It created “CleanTech”.

It is the mostly deadly non-visible weapon on Earth.

When NASA wants to launch tons of high-tech spacecraft into the far reaches of outer space it uses the 
gravity field of an ENTIRE planet to slingshot the spaceship into the next galaxy.

When Google wants to destroy a political or business enemy, it uses the entire planet Earth to slingshot 
a tiny phrase around the ENTIRE planet an infinite number of times until every human has seen it, 
thinks it is important and falls for the brainwashing that Google bosses want to invoke.

To make “Slingshot” work you have to follow the rules that Google covertly created. Part of those rules
might bring to mind the movie: “Fight Club”. “The first rule of Slingshot is to not talk about 
Slingshot”.

Google will deny that Slingshot exists no matter what! We have proof that it does exist and many other 
organizations can now prove it too.

The process is simple. A target gets a tiny “neg” posted on Twitter, Gawker or Gizmodo (Controlled by 
Google’s Palo Alto Mafia) and then Google pulls that “neg” into The Slingshot and amplifies it 
100,000 times in the walled garden of Google’s digital media control. 

It never goes away, it gets bigger daily, it stays on the front page and the top line of every search result 
and 8 billion people eventually are forced to believe that 1.) Devin Nunes and cows are bad things or 
2.) that “Santorum” means a bad sex thing or 3.) that one political party stands for something onerous.

It is entirely manually controlled by Eric Schmidt, David Drummond, Jared Cohen, Larry Page, Sergy 
Brin and Kent Walker at Google. 

They can stop or start it at will. Nothing that happens on Google is a “glitch” or a “bug” or an 
“accident”.

To pay the Dark Money payola fees for Slingshot attacks, Google uses a filtering process via 
advertising billing and stock market warrants. Google and NPR, Twitter, Facebook, Gizmodo and 
Gawker all use the party line playbook claim that they are all just “friendly business associates” but, in 
fact they are money laundering FEC-non-reported political campaign funds in the BILLIONS OF 



DOLLARS via false billing exchanges. A number of the people in the feature film documentary: THE 
CREEPY LINE (Available on Amazon Prime) can testify to the veracity of Google’s plots.


